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Synthetic super–AGB stars
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Abstract. We describe our first attempt at modelling nucleosynthesis in massive AGB stars
which have undergone core carbon burning, the super-AGB stars. We fit a synthetic model
to detailed stellar evolution models in the mass range 9 ≤ M/M� ≤ 11.5 (Z = 0.02),
and extrapolate these fits to the end of the AGB. We determine the number of thermal
pulses and AGB lifetime as a function of mass and mass-loss prescription. Our preliminary
nucleosynthesis calculations show that, for a reasonable mass-loss rate, the effect of hot-
bottom burning in super-AGB stars on the integrated yield of a stellar population is not
large. There are many uncertainties, such as mass-loss and convective overshooting, which
prevent accurate yield calculations. However, as potential progenitors of electron-capture
supernovae, these stars may contribute 7% of non-type-Ia supernovae.
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Introduction

Stars are traditionally divided into those which
explode and those which do not. Stars which
explode as supernovae by a core-collapse
mechanism are the massive stars, while their
lower-mass cousins enter a thermally pulsing
asymptotic giant branch (TPAGB) phase where
rapid mass-loss ends their evolution. It is dif-
ficult to specify the exact mass boundary be-
tween these populations, with estimates rang-
ing from 7 M� (Girardi et al. 2000) up to more
than 11 M� (Ritossa et al. 1999), depending on
metallicity and convective overshooting.

The problem relates to the fate of the star
after carbon ignition, which depends on the de-
generacy of the core. In high-mass stars the
non-degenerate core burns carbon, then neon,
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oxygen and silicon. A core-collapse super-
nova soon follows, leaving a neutron star or
black hole. A lower-mass, but massive enough
to ignite carbon, (partially) degenerate core
burns carbon in a series of flashes (e.g. Siess
2006) and then moves to a super thermally
pulsing AGB (SAGB) stage, with double-shell
burning above a degenerate oxygen-neon core,
where mass-loss terminates the evolution, leav-
ing a white dwarf (Siess, this volume). In a
small number of stars the oxygen-neon core
may grow beyond 1.368 M� during the puls-
ing phase, which leads to a collapse of the core
due to electron capture on 24Mg (Poelarends,
this volume). Detailed models of these stars
have been constructed by Garcia-Berro & Iben
(1994); Ritossa et al. (1996); Garcia-Berro
et al. (1997); Iben et al. (1997) and more re-
cently by Eldridge & Tout (2004) who consider
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SAGB stars as observable supernova progeni-
tors (see also Poelarends, this volume).

Once carbon ignition and second dredge-
up have finished, SAGB stars pulse in much
the same way as normal TP-AGB stars, al-
beit with a shorter interpulse period. By virtue
of their high mass, one expects high temper-
atures at the base of the convective envelope
and associated hot-bottom burning (HBB; e.g.
Boothroyd et al. 1995). Their envelopes should
be processed by the hydrogen-burning CNO,
NeNa and MgAl cycles. For studies of Galactic
chemical evolution, these stars may be an im-
portant source of nitrogen, sodium and alu-
minium and they may play a part in the glob-
ular cluster Na − O anticorrelation mystery
(D’Antona, this volume; Ventura & D’Antona
2005). It is unclear whether third dredge-up oc-
curs in SAGB stars – current models suggest
either it does (Doherty, this volume), does not
(our models and Siess, this volume), or is in-
efficient (Ritossa et al. 1996). There are no de-
tailed studies of chemical yields from SAGB
stars, probably because detailed stellar mod-
els take a long time and are difficult to con-
struct, and suffer from the usual uncertainty
due to mass-loss and convective overshoot-
ing. A synthetic modelling technique speeds up
modelling and enables us to explore the uncer-
tain parameter space.

In this paper we calculate the chemical
yields of SAGB stars using a synthetic model
based on the AGB model of Izzard et al.
(2004,I04). We approximate stellar structural
variables with formulae and interpolation ta-
bles, and use a simple model for HBB to follow
the CNO, NeNa and MgAl cycles and surface
abundances of C, N, O, Ne, Na, Mg, Al and
Si. The synthetic model is then used to extrap-
olate evolution beyond the detailed models to
the end of the SAGB phase. This is possible
because the structure of AGB stars is such that
after a number of pulses, the evolution reaches
a limit cycle (Ritossa et al. 1996). We calcu-
late supernova rates and chemical yields, and
also change the input physics (especially the
mass-loss rate) to determine the effect of uncer-
tainties. Such a parameter space exploration is
currently impossible with a normal stellar evo-

lution code, because the CPU time required is
simply too large.

Models, full and synthetic

Our full evolution models were constructed
with the STERN code (Heger, Langer, &
Woosley 2000). We constructed models of
mass 8.5, 9.0, 10.0 and 11.5 M� which undergo
12, 26, 10, 16 pulses respectively, with metal-
licity Z = 0.02, no convective overshooting, no
mass loss and no rotation. Further description
of these models can be found in Poelarends et
al. (this volume).

Our synthetic models are based on those
of I04 with some updates and changes for the
SAGB phase (a detailed description will be
found in a later paper; Izzard and Poelarends,
in preparation). The luminosity formula was
altered to fit our detailed models, and the ra-
dius follows from log R ∼ log L. The initial and
post-second-dredge-up abundances, core mass
at the end of core helium burning and core
mass at the first thermal pulse, are interpolated
from tables based on the detailed models. Stars
with a helium core mass above 1.6 M� dur-
ing the early AGB ignite carbon, while stars
with a degenerate oxygen-neon core with mass
greater than 1.38 M� collapse to neutron stars.
We assume there is no third dredge up.

The synthetic HBB model was described
in I04 but we use the latest version which
includes the NeNa and MgAl cycles as well
as CNO. It approximates the burn-mix-burn-
mix. . . cycle in a real convective envelope
(which has a thin HBB shell at the base) as a
single burn-mix event during each interpulse
period, with a large fraction of the envelope
burned for a given time. The temperature and
density at the base of the envelope are fitted
to simple formulae of the form 1 − exp (−NTP)
which approaches a constant as NTP, the num-
ber of thermal pulses, increases. The fraction
and the burn time are calibrated as a function
of stellar mass, as in I04.

We apply one of the following mass-loss
prescriptions during the SAGB phase: none,
original Vassiliadis & Wood (1993,VW93),
VW93 but Karakas et al. (2002,K02) variant,
Reimers with η = 1 or η = 5 (Reimers 1975)
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Fig. 1. Number of thermal pulses as a function
of initial stellar mass for different mass-loss
prescriptions: no wind at all or pre-SAGB wind
of Hurley et al. (2002) with Reimers (η = 1
or 5), VW93 or Blöcker mass-loss during the
SAGB.

or Blöcker & Schönberner (1991) with η = 0.1.
Prior to the SAGB, we either apply no mass
loss, or the compilation of Hurley, Tout, &
Pols (2002,H02). In the cases where mass loss
does not expose the core before it grows to
1.368 M�, the core is quietly converted into
a neutron star while the envelope is ejected
to space (this is the subject of some debate
e.g. Nomoto 1987, Gutiérrez, Canal, & Garcı́a-
Berro 2005).

Results

We are confident that our extrapolation of the
stellar structure (luminosity, radius, mass and
core mass evolution) is reasonable, within the
uncertainty that is mass loss, because a very
similar model works well for lower-mass AGB
stars (I04). The mass-loss rate for SAGB stars
is unknown, so we consider all the possibil-
ities. Figure 1 shows the number of thermal
pulses during the SAGB phase which ranges
from 30 (Blöcker, with SAGB lifetimes of
4, 000 to 5 × 104 years) to 4, 000 (Reimers
η = 1, with lifetimes of 105 to 106 years), or
8, 000 with no mass loss. Mass loss during core
helium burning, prior to the SAGB, is included
in the H02 prescription and is not negligible
for stars above 8 M� – they lose around 0.5 M�

during this phase, which affects the subsequent
evolution and HBB.

One way of constraining the value of mass-
loss rate is through supernova counts. If there is
little mass loss during the SAGB, many stars’
cores should reach the electron capture limit
of 1.368 M� before their envelope is lost. In
the limit of no mass loss during the SAGB,
we find the ratio of the electron-capture to
type-II supernova rates is about one1. With the
VW93 (K02 variant) mass-loss the ratio drops
to 7%. If electron capture supernovae are dis-
tinguishable from normal core-collapse types
(and accretion induced collapses in binaries;
Podsiadlowski et al. 2004) then we can con-
strain the mass-loss rate2.

In figure 2 we show the results of our HBB
calibration and extrapolation for a 10 M� star.
The detailed models truncate their abundance
output to the nearest 10−3 in the log, which
causes the stepping behaviour, while the step-
ping in the synthetic model is because HBB is
done at the end of each pulse. Ten pulses is just
enough to calibrate the isotopes which change
rapidly, 13C, 17O and 21Ne are also useful in
this regard, while other isotopes such as 16O
are not. We have to assume the other species
(20,22Ne, 23Na, Mg and Al) follow from this
calibration. The situation is little better in the
9 M� star: it has 26 pulses, but its lower tem-
perature slows the burning.

Finally, we consider the magnesium iso-
topes. Figure 3 shows the surface abundance
of 24Mg and 25Mg as a function of time for
9 ≤ M/M� ≤ 12 with H02 mass loss prior
to the SAGB, and VW93 (K02 variant) mass
loss during the SAGB. Only the 11 and 12 M�
models show significant burning of 24Mg to
25Mg, with up to a factor of two increase. For
M ≤ 10 M� the HBB is simply not hot enough
to enable the MgAl cycle. At all masses, rapid

1 We do not include an upper mass limit for SNe,
so ratios quoted are lower limits.

2 We only model single stars here, binary interac-
tions will alter the result.
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Fig. 2. Log surface abundance by mass fraction vs time for 12C and 14N for our 10 M� detailed
(black lines) and synthetic (grey lines) models, both with no mass loss. The top panels show the
result of our HBB calibration, the bottom panels the same models extrapolated to the end of the
SAGB.

mass loss turns off the MgAl cycle after about
2 × 104 years3.

Discussion

This was our first attempt to model these
stars synthetically and, at least for the struc-
ture variables such as luminosity, radius, core
mass (and growth), we have confidence in our
model. However our HBB model is not as
solid, given that we have extrapolated forward
by a factor of ten or more in time compared to
our detailed models. It is clear that we must
extend our detailed models to at least cover,

3 As in I04 we modulate the temperature with a
factor

(
Menv/Menv,1TP

)0.02 to turn off HBB as mass is
lost.

say, half the evolution (which may still be
many thousand pulses), and see if the synthetic
model predictions match the detailed model4.

Even when we have extended the detailed
models, we will still suffer from the mass-loss
uncertainty. It seems, from figure 1, we can
get as many pulses as we like. New observa-
tions are providing insight into the mass-loss
rates in oxygen-rich AGB stars and we inte-
grate these new rates into our next calculations
(van Loon et al. 2005). We have also neglected
the problem of convective overshooting, which
reduces the mass for formation of SAGB stars

4 The numerical problems seen in figure 2 will be-
come irrelevant in that case.
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Fig. 3. The surface abundance of 24Mg and 25Mg during the super-AGB phase for the initial mass
range 9 ≤ M/M� ≤ 12. Hot-bottom burning converts 24Mg into 25Mg, while mass-loss stops the
burning and terminates the evolution.

by about 2 M� (Siess, this volume). The initial
mass function is a steep power law in mass, so
a lower mass limit means more SAGB stars,
and their lifetimes will be longer (lower mass
means smaller luminosity, radius and Ṁ).

Our preliminary results suggest that SAGB
stars are not very important either for Galactic
or globular cluster chemical evolution. The
bulk of element production comes from ei-
ther lower-mass AGB stars or higher-mass
stars and type II supernovae. This conclu-
sion may change if SAGB stars suffer either
third dredge-up, or dredge-out, a phenomenon
where the carbon flash causes helium-burned
material to be mixed to the surface (Ritossa
et al. 1999; Siess 2006). Also, we only consider
envelope ejection for a collapsing oxygen-neon
core. In reality, some of the core may be
ejected too, particularly if some carbon re-
mains after the core flashes (Gutiérrez, Canal,
& Garcı́a-Berro 2005).

Conclusions

In the context of galactic chemical evolu-
tion, chemical yields from hot-bottom burning
SAGB stars are not important, at least for most
isotopes. If mass-loss rates are much lower
than those expected from extrapolation of nor-
mal AGB rates, if there is dredge-up or dredge-
out, or if our simple extrapolations fail, this
conclusion may be premature. We are working

to extend our detailed model set to remove the
extrapolation problem.

The ratio of electron-capture to type-II su-
pernovae in single stars is about 7% if we as-
sume a Vassiliadis & Wood (1993) wind for the
SAGB phase – this should be detectable, if it
is possible to distinguish electron-capture from
core collapse supernovae.
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